
Pet Hair Eraser Turbo | 2454F

At BISSELL®, we know pets can make a mess at any moment – that’s why we 
created the Pet Hair Eraser® Turbo Vacuum. It doesn’t matter if you vacuumed 
just hours before Fido left behind a trail of fur, you need to be ready for any 
mess at any moment. The Pet Hair Eraser® Turbo Vacuum Cleaner comes with 
powerful pickup packed into a lightweight and agile machine for easy and 
convenient everyday cleanup. Enjoy the Quick Release Extension Wand which 
is always on and always ready to tackle those tricky, hard-to-reach pet messes 
around the home. Plus, with features like the Tangle-Free Brush Roll and a 
Hands-Free Empty Dirt Tank, you don’t have to worry about cleaning your 
vacuum after you’ve cleaned your home. You can also breathe easy with the 
Smart Seal® Allergen System that traps dirt and allergens and eliminates odors 
so you can enjoy a fresher, cleaner home.

• Tangle-Free Brush Roll eliminates annoying hair wrap

• Hands-Free Empty with Cyclonic Pet Hair Spooling System™ means you no 

longer have to touch the yuck

• Quick Release Extension Wand is always ready, always on

• Reach more messes with specialized pet tools like the LED Lighted Crevice 

Tool, Pet TurboEraser® Tool and 2-in-1 Pet Dusting Brush

• SmartSeal® Allergen System traps dust and allergens while eliminating 

odors to freshen your home as you clean

• Edge-to-edge suction gives you powerful cleaning where it matters most, 

along edges and baseboards

• 2-year limited warranty

Powerful pet hair pickup in a lightweight and agile design.

www.bissell.com.au

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
Product Code: 2454F
Weight: 6.5kg
Power Cord Length: 9.1m
Hose Length: 2.1m 
Dirt Cup Capacity: .75L
Cleaning Path Width:  30.4cm
Cleaning System: Mutli-Cyclonic
Warranty: 2 year limited

Surface Type:
Area Rugs, Bare Floors, Carpet, Sealed Hard 
Floors, Low Pile Carpet, Pet Beds, Stairs,
Upholstery
Tools: 
2-in-1 Pet Dusting Brush, Pet TurboEraser Tool, 
LED Light Crevice Tool
Filtration:
SmartSeal Allergen System


